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What is QAnon?

For a little over three years now, a community of self-proclaimed "researchers" and "code-breakers"
have been feverishly deciphering thousands of cryptic clues and predictions that appear in online
posts by the shadowy persona known as "Q" who claims to be a government operative and/or have
insider knowledge of the Trump administration. To date, the QAnon movement has literally millions
of followers and a presence in over 71 countries around the world. Experts say QAnon is the first far-
right extremist conspiracy theory in the modern era to penetrate mainstream American culture and
Washington politics.

Wait...A Satanic Cabal?!

Yeah...so if you haven't read Talia Lavin's
article (or heard about QAnon) yet, you
are probably thinking "WTF?" right about
now. One of the main beliefs of QAnon is
that a cabal of Satan-worshipping
Democrats, Hollywood celebrities and
billionaires (many of them Jewish) runs
the world while engaging in pedophilia,
human trafficking, and sacrificing
children to Satan. 
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QAnon is a global, wide-reaching and remarkably elaborate "Big Tent"
conspiracy theory that has taken root with far-right conservatives
(including some parts of the pro-Trump movement), Covid deniers, anti-
vaxxers and even some spiritual/yoga communities. It's an amalgam of
both novel and well-established conspiracy  theories  with marked
undertones of antisemitism and xenophobia.

As Lavin explains in her article, the defamatory and sensationalized
antisemetic canards of blood libel dates back over 900 years.
Historically, false claims of Blood libel—alongside those of well poisoning
and host desecration—have been a major themes of the persecution of
jews in Europe (especially in the Middle Ages). 

...Blood Libel?? 

A core tenet of the QAnon conspiracy theory is that U.S. President Donald Trump is waging a secret
battle against a satanic cabal of child-sex predators and its “deep state” collaborators to expose the
malefactors and send them all to Guantánamo Bay. To do this, he is allegedly getting help from a
group of people in the military--military intelligence specifically--and this group or entity is called "Q."

The Political Slant:
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Although  Deep State governance has
existed for a long time, the term "deep
state" became much more widely after
the 2016 U.S.  election, being used as
pejorative term with an overwhelmingly
negative definition by both the former
Donald Trump administration and the
wider news media.

Followers of QAnon use "The Deep State"
to refer to a secret, worldwide,  elite
organization who wish to undermine
democracy and freedom and implement
their own globalist agendas. These global
elites  control not just world
governments, but the banking system,
the Catholic church, the agricultural- and
pharmaceutical industries, the media
and entertainment industry; and many of
whom are involved in a Satanic "Cabal". 

What's the "Deep State?" 
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Blood libel typically claims that Jews were engaging in satanic cabals and ritual sacrifices to reenact
 the crucifixion of Christ or collect the blood of Christian  children for baking their Passover matzos.
Lavin explains how the idea, "That Jews were inveterate consumers of blood in addition to
insatiable defilers of Christ became a commonplace bit of knowledge across Western Europe. For a
millennium, the blood libel has flourished and, with it, accompanying tortures and murders of Jews
in orgies of violence" (2)--a fact that ultimately stoked the flames of antisemitism that plague our
history, and (most recently) infiltrates much of the QAnon ideology. 

What Lavin maps out in her article is how the false narrative of these Satanic cabals evolved over
time. One of the narrative evolutions we are seeing with QAnon is the harvesting of a supposedly
life-extending chemical called Adrenochrome from the adrenal gland of abused children.

While a claim like that sounds like the plot
of a horror movie, what is important to
note (and what Lavin's article explores) is
how this narrative of child sacrifice has its
roots in the antisemitic trope of blood
libel--the theory that Jews murder
Christian children for ritualistic
purposes.

According to people who believe in QAnon, there is an
evil cabal of satan worshippers who run the world by
controlling our politicians, funneling children to the
"elites" and manipulating the mainstream media to keep
the general population ignorant and enslaved . 

This behavior would continue ad infinitum If it not for the
election of their appointed savior who will fulfill the
prophecies of Q: Donald Trump

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/09/us/politics/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well_poisoning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Host_desecration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome


There are, unsurprisingly, many many more
conspiracies and claims supported by QAnon
followers, include theories that: 

John F Kennedy Jr is alive (he isn’t)
The Rothschild family is controlling all the
banks (they don’t)
That the wildfires in California were
started Intentionally by "Jewish Space
Lasers (WOW.)
Bill Gates wants to involuntarily embed
microchips into the human body via the
Covid-19 vaccine (seriously, stop it). 

QAnon is more than a conspiracy theory--  it 
has become the umbrella (or "big tent") that 
conspiracy theories huddle under....each one
as far-fetched and evidence-free as the rest.
The more followers (also called "Anons") the
movement gains, the more damage it
threatens to impose on our society. 

In the space of only a few years, the QAnon conspiracy theory has exploded from a fringe group in a
dark corner of the internet to a mainstream movement, claiming millions of followers around the
world and taking a central role in the Capitol riot in D.C. on January 6th.   In a new Vice docu-series
about QAnon, Media Matters for America president Angelo Carusone estimates around 10-15% of the
population is involved in this movement--or, around 30 million people in the U.S. alone. 

...BEFORE WE CONTINUE...

Now that you have an idea of what the QAnon movement is, I think
it's important to understand how it started and evolved, as well

as explore some hypotheses on where it's headed.

We'll also discuss  it's connection to the algorithms fueling social
media addiction, the changing social norms discussed in Konnikova,

and the longstanding record of
antisemitism throughout human history. 

If you have not yet read Talia Lavin's article "QAnon, Blood Libel and
the Satanic Panic" please do so now and return to this lesson

after completing it. 

5 But why "Q"?

It actually wasn't until the 34th anonymous 4Chan post on November 1st, 2017 that Q first referred to
himself as "Q Clearance Patriot". Q Clearance is, in fact, a real thing/level of military security clearance
from the Department of Energy which refers to how many nuclear secrets a person can access--Q
being the highest level. 

           Why does someone in Military Intelligence have Department of Energy clearance you ask?

...Well that's something that no one has seemed to answered (if the question was ever even asked). 

4 WTF is Adrenochrome? 

The fairly easy-to-find chemical compound (sometimes used to prevent blood clotting) that can be
purchased online (25 milligrams of it for just $55)  has become a core component of the current
QAnon elite satanic cabal theory--it's kind of like a contemporary remix of the original cabals Lavin
writes about. However, more than likely the idea for the "adrenochrome"  plot point came from
various works of fiction published over the last 50 years. 

It was mentioned in Aldous Huxley's 1954 book The Doors of Perception, Anthony Burgess's famous
novel, A Clockwork Orange, and--the place most likely where the current  myth surrounding
Adrenochrome was born--Hunter S. Thompson's 1971 seminal work of Gonzo Journalism...
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.

              (Below is a clip from the 1998 movie adaptation where Adrenochrome is introduced):

Much like the scene above, for QAnon theorists adrenochrome represents a mystical psychedelic
favored by the global elites for drug-crazed satanic rites. It is  derived from torturing children to
harvest their oxidized hormonal fear—which is in line with another QAnon conspiracy that the Pixar
movie, Monster's Inc., is "Hollywood telling on itself,” says QAnon researcher Mike Rains, “because
the plot of scaring kids to get energy is what they really do.”

https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/qanon-jfk-jr-conspiracy-theory-854938
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2020/aug/06/facebook-posts/qanon-conspiracy-theorists-seek-link-beirut-blast-
https://www.mediamatters.org/facebook/marjorie-taylor-greene-penned-conspiracy-theory-laser-beam-space-started-deadly-2018
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/17/technology/bill-gates-virus-conspiracy-theories.html
https://www.vice.com/en/article/bvxy3v/qanon-led-the-storming-of-the-us-capitol
https://newrepublic.com/article/159529/qanon-blood-libel-satanic-panic
https://www.scbt.com/p/adrenochrome-54-06-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6kFCNsnQpQ


The Origins of QAnon
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2016

A little over five years ago, on February 1st 2016, seventeen major republican candidates began
the presidential primaries and caucuses to obtain enough of the 2,472 delegate votes to secure
the GOP nomination for President of the United States. It was the largest presidential primary
field for any political party in American history.

By March 16th, only three candidates remained: Senator Ted Cruz of Texas, Ohio Governor John
Kasich, and businessman and reality TV star Donald Trump. The only nominee without military
or government service, Trump spun his inexperience as a fresh take--to shake up the old guard
and put a business-minded person in charge--and many American's supported the idea of
turning politics on its head.

But there were other parts of Trump's history and persona that were less desirable: He  was
brash and narcissistic with a history of bankruptcies,and tax fraud; partying with pedophiles and
openly bragging about sexually assaulting women. His campaign would require not just damage
control or skilled media spin, it needed the intricate fabrication of an Alternate Reality in which
he was a strong, powerful, righteous hero  on a selfless mission to save the world (from what,
you ask?...We'll get to that).

Enter conservative political consultant,
convicted felon and lobbyist Roger
Stone. Stone worked for Donald Trump as
an adviser (and occasional lobbyist) when
Trump considered running for President in
2000...and again when Trump ran in 2016. 

Stone has worked and/or hovered around
Republican and national politics for over
50 years, maintaining an ideology
of “Attack, attack, attack—never defend”

and “Admit nothing, deny everything, launch counterattack" (Toobin). He is a self-proclaimed
dirty trickster, political fixer, and--as it was noted in the title of a 1985 profile about him in The
New Republic--a “State-of-the-Art Sleazeball.” 

Stone fought for Trump and pulled no punches doing so--even after he "resigned" as a
campaign advisor he worked voraciously to help get Trump elected. At one point he threatened
to release the hotel room numbers of delegates who opposed Trump, organized supporters as a
force of intimidation, and  participated in smear campaigns against Trump's opponent, Ted
Cruz.  In  April 2016, Stone formed a pro-Trump activist group, Stop the Steal, and threatened
"Days of Rage" if Republican party leaders tried to deny the nomination to Trump at the RNC in
Cleveland. 

On May 3rd, Cruz and Kasich suspended their campaigns and Donald Trump was declared the
presumptive GOP candidate for the 2016 Presidential election. This is when Stone set his sites
on the real opposition: Hillary Clinton. 

Stone's contempt for Hillary Clinton (and her husband) went back decades. In a 2008 New Yorker
interview, Jeffrey Toobin recalls Stone telling him about a 527  political group he created to
criticize Hillary Clinton called Citizens United Not Timid. "The group had no real operations and
existed mostly so that Stone could refer to its acronym" (Toobin).

It was no surprise Stone was willing to fight dirty against Hillary, and with the advent of the
internet doing so wouldn't be difficult.

The Presidential Primaries

Memetic Warfare & PsyOps

As we discussed last week in Lesson 9: The Great Hack--Can Democracy Survive the Internet?, the
practice of  Psychological Operations (Psy Ops) refers to any action which is practiced mainly by
psychological methods with the aim of evoking a planned psychological reaction in other
people. Psy Ops have  existed in the military since World War I--using newspapers, posters and
airborne leaflets to distribute propaganda. Later the DOI used radio, magazines and cinema,
then television and (finally) the web.

In a 2015 issue of NATO's Stratcom COE Defense Strategic Communications journal, Jeff Giesea (an
alt-right organizer and quiet funder) published an article entitled "It's Time to Embrace Memetic
Warfare"--a modern PsyOp idea he explained as: 

"Competition over narrative, ideas, and social control in a social-media battlefield. One might think
of it as a subset of ‘information operations’ tailored to social media. Information operations involve
the collection and dissemination of information to establish a competitive advantage over an
opponent"

As we learned in Lesson 8: Feels Good Man, Pepe the Frog &The Commodification of Visual
Culture,  Memetic Warfare was the newest iteration of PsyOps, and it works through the 
propagation and dissemination of memes on social media. At the time of publication, Giesea's
strategy was presented as a way to fight ISIS (implementing an #ISISisgay hashtag movement),
but within a year it would become a vital component of the Trump Presidential campaign, The
Great Meme War and, later, the rise of QAnon.

Although the first  post on 4chan was in late October of 2017, the origins of QAnon
really began in 2016: the year of a similar viral conspiracy theory known as Pizzagate,

and--of course--the 2016 Presidential Election. 

We already know a little about some of the tie-ins between 4chan and memetic
warfare (meme magic) from the Lesson and movie Feels Good Man,

but there is even more to unpack.

I will do my best to move chronologically... 

https://www.abi.org/feed-item/examining-donald-trump%E2%80%99s-chapter-11-bankruptcies
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/28/trump-tax-avoidance-national-system-americans-refund
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/video-trump-partying-with-epstein-touching-women-at-1992-party
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-former-miss-arizona-tasha-dixon-naked-undressed-backstage-howard-stern-a7357866.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Stone
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2008/06/02/the-dirty-trickster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Days_of_Rage


What we haven't talked about yet that is tradition deeply embedded in the 4chan world is
something called LARPing, or, Live Action Role Playing.  LARPING is when people dress up as
characters from a film, book, game or series that they like and go out and enact the story lines. 

However, on 4chan you don't need a costume or staged setting to LARP--you just need a computer
and an internet connection. The Anons of 4chan could pose as anyone they wanted, including
characters from the infamous hacker group, Anonymous, or someone from a classified government
agency with "Q clearance." 

But Q wasn't even the first Anon of its kind. Throughout 2016 and 2017, users such as DOIAnon,
CIAAnon, and WH Insider Anon also popped up on 4chan claiming to have insider information on
classified political events.  On  July 2, 2016, one of these Anons  appeared on 4chan's /pol/ board
doing an AMA (ask me anything) about the Clinton case involving her use of a private email server
rather than using her official State Department  email accounts while she was Secretary of State.
Their user name was FBIAnon. 

The next day, FBI director James Comey announced that the FBI investigation had concluded that
Clinton had been "extremely careless" but recommended that no charges be filed as there was no
criminal intent.

It would be easy to call the AMA a LARP if FBIAnon disappeared into the ether--but they didn't. 

FBIAnon continued to post hundreds of
times between July and October,
sewing a seed of doubt that something
far more insidious was going on with
Hillary Clinton (including occult rituals
and abusing trafficked children). In
their 5th AMA, FBIAnon left /pol/ users 
detailed instructions of what to
do--including memetic warfare.
(I've screenshot some of these
instructions from a slew of posts that
were edited together. The entire /pol/
post archive can be found here).

All of it sounds INCREDIBLY similar to the campaign strategy offered by PsyGroup back in April and
ultimately come to fruition in The Great Meme War. 

It also paralleled a lot of the sentiments Roger Stone was posting on Twitter.

It seems fair to presume that whoever was posting as FBIAnon was at the very least communication
with Stone or others within the Trump campaign that was aware of the strategy.

Are FBIAnon and QAnon one-in-the-same? Maybe...i'd say even probably. But as with many things
involving QAnon, the definitive answers allude us. 

FBIAnon was also one of the main things that helped sparked the conspiracy theory that was the
predecessor to QAnon, known as #Pizzagate

In April 2016, during the Republican primaries,
Trump Campaign official Rick Gates requested a
proposal from a "marketing firm" called Psy Group--
an Israeli  company founded by Joel Zamel, which
"specialized in online perception management
through social media manipulation; targeted
influence campaigns, opposition research, as well as
clandestine on-the-ground activities" (Harrison). 

Psy Group responded with a proposal for $3,125,000
(plus media costs) and promised to make it virtually
untraceable. It was called "PROJECT ROME."

The "Deep Web" mentioned  in the Psy Group
brochure is likely referring to the anonymous
message boards of 4chan (the same place
where  Pepe the Frog was then co-opted by
the alt-right and pro-Trump trolls in Feels
Good Man). 

As we know already, 4chan is a place with
almost no rules, full anonymity and--at least
at the time--a lot of  'alt-right ' members. 

PROJECT ROME was a months long
plan intended to aid Mr. Trump's
election efforts  "by using social
media to help expose or amplify
division among rival campaigns and
factions" (Bergman et al.). They used
code names to identify the players —
Mr. Trump was “Lion” and Mrs.
Clinton was “Forest.” Mr. Cruz, who
Trump campaign officials feared
might lead a revolt over the GOP
presidential nomination, was “Bear.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Live_action_role-playing_game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymous_(hacker_group)
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/83238960
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/us/politics/rick-gates-psy-group-trump.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
https://www.timesofisrael.com/multiple-trump-campaign-staffers-reached-out-to-israeli-firm-under-fbi-probe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Private_intelligence_agency
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/02/18/private-mossad-for-hire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuWeWzkUy4A&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=TheNewYorkTimes
https://forensicnews.net/2019/05/19/psy-group-ran-2017-operation-against-anti-corruption-activists-in-ukraine
https://int.nyt.com/data/documenthelper/360-trump-project-rome/574d679d1ff58a30836c/optimized/full.pdf#page=
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/us/politics/rick-gates-psy-group-trump.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share


In March of 2016, John Podesta's Gmail was hacked.

You might be thinking, "no big deal, happens all the time!" but unfortunately for John Podesta (and
the Democratic National Committee) he was using his personal Gmail account for work-related emails
and, at the time, Podesta was Hillary Clinton's Presidential Campaign manager. 

In the lead up to the 2016 election,  WikiLeaks published several batches of these emails. According to
U.S. government and independent cybersecurity researches, Wikileaks got the emails from Russian
state-backed hackers, including a hacking group known as  Fancy Bear and one hacker who came
forward and became a leading figure in the story named Guccifer 2.0. According to an Associated Press
count,  Guccifer 2.0, WikiLeaks and DCLeaks ultimately published more than 150,000 emails stolen
from more than a dozen Democrats between June and November of 2016. 

Although the Russian hackers, Wikileaks or even Roger Stone never outwardly said anything regarding
coded messages about sex trafficking (or pizza) in the email, as usual the internet finds a way. 

Podesta and Pizzagate

Users at the online forum 4Chan noticed Podesta corresponded
with Comet Ping Pong pizzeria owner James Alefantis, discussing a
potential Clinton fundraiser.

On October 30th, 2016, a Twitter account posting which said it was
run by a Jewish New York lawyer (despite how often it posted
antisemitic and white supremacist content) falsely claimed that the
NYPD had discovered a pedophile  ring linked to members of the
Democratic Party.  From there, various conspiracy theory and fake
news sites began spinning out versions of the elaborate but
unproven story. 

The gist of Pizzagate is that repeated use of the word "pizza" in Podesta’s leaked emails was actually a
code word for pedophilia. Comet Ping Pong--the D.C. pizzaria mentioned above-- allegedly housed
secret rooms in the basement where Clinton and her allies imprisoned children to be sexually abused,
tortured or even sacrificed in the name of Satan (Sound familiar?) 

By early November, both James Alefantis (owner
of Comet Ping Pong) and his employees began
receiving death threats and vulgar messages via
social media and text messages.

Then, on December 4th, Edgar Maddison Welch, a
28-year-old man from Salisbury, N.C., made the 5
and a half hour drive north on I-95 to Washington,
D.C. with a loaded assault rifle in an attempt to
"self-investigate". Welch walked into Comet Ping
Pong around 3pm, pointed his gun at a worker
(who fled) and then he proceeded started firing
the rifle inside the restaurant. Welch surrendered
to police, explaining during his post-arrest
interview that he came to the establishment to
investigate “Pizza Gate.” 

Most news reports of Welch's arrested included a
pretty damning piece of evidence against
Pizzagate:
      Comet Ping Pong doesn't have a basement.

While FBIanon was doing the anonymous work in the dark corners of 4chan, Roger Stone was center
stage, hard at work spinning the story on Twitter and  making numerous appearances on the fake news
show InfoWars, headed by the volatile YouTube personality we met in Feels Good Man: Alex Jones.

So at the same time the Q was leaving his first "QDrops" on 4chan,  Jones was on air, screaming about
Pizzagate and claiming that “Hillary Clinton has personally murdered children"--that video earned more
than 420,000 views before it was removed.

In Lesson 7: The New Normal I also mentioned one of Jones's most famously vile conspiracy theories:
That the 2012 mass-shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School was a hoax (or "false flag"), and that the
grieving parents of the 20 students (most of which under 8 years old) were actors. Well in March of 2019,
a lawsuit filed by one of those parents led to a deposition in which Jones blames his theory on a
"psychosis where I basically thought everything was staged, even though I’m now learning a lot of times
things aren’t staged." This admission should have put to rest all of Jones's outlandish claims--including
those around Pizzagate--but his still remains a prominent figure in the world of conspiracy theories,
despite his "psychosis", and still "maintains significant ties to members of the Republican Party"
(Murphy).

saying...and even more dots to be
connected. Even as I am writing this I
acknowledge how creating a lesson
about these conspiracy theories is
leading me to feel like i'm making a
map on different conspiracy theorists
and how they overlap,   connecting
things with colored yarn like that
meme-ified picture of Charlie Day in
It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia...

For now we return to Q...and go  back
to our old friends at 4chan.

In one way it feels reductive to say that QAnon is simply an evolution of #Pizzagate, but I  would be
remiss not to mention the obvious parallels: The same cast of characters, similar plot lines, and a list of
easily disproven details.  There is more about Roger Stone, Alex Jones and other cast members worth 

In addition to his appearance in Feels Good
Man, you may also recognize Alex Jones
from Lesson 7: The New Normal where I used
him as an example of how those with
antagonistic, unfounded and crackpot ideas
have been turned into stars by the social
media and YouTube algorithms.

In fact, YouTube recommended Alex Jones
conspiracy theory videos more than 15 billion
times. 

In fact, on January 5, the night before the
assault on the Capitol, a video posted on
Jones’ website InfoWars.com showed him
telling a crowd in Freedom Plaza in
Washington, D.C.:

“We have only begun to resist the globalists.
We have only begun our fight against their
tyranny. They have tried to steal this election in
front of everyone....I don’t know how this is all
going to end, but if they want to fight, they
better believe they’ve got one." 

The next day, InfoWars posted a video of Jones riling a crowd up, saying: “We declare 1776 against the
new world order.… We need to understand we’re under attack, and we need to understand this is 21st-
century warfare and get on a war-footing….”Less than a month later, news broke that Alex Jones was
the one who facilitated the $300,000  donation by Publix heiress Julie Jenkins Fancelli to the "Stop the
Steal" rally. Jones paid $50,000 of his own money for a "top speaking spot" (Murphy). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WikiLeaks
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/10/30/timeline-roger-stone-wikileaks-question/
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/14395
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Jones
https://apnews.com/article/d577b2fac08d40c4bf56a662a9ab04cd
https://www.mediamatters.org/media/3922181
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/31/politics/alex-jones-rally-organization-efforts/index.html
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4chan -> /pol/

After writing about 4chan ad nauseam in Lesson 8, I don't think I need to say much about how
the place operates--but if you need a refreshing though, feel free to go back to Lesson 8!

On Saturday afternoon on October 28, 2017, a post
cropped up on 4chan’s  /pol/ forum. 

Sandwiched between racist commentary and a post
speculating about a non-existent Hilary Clinton sex tape,
the post offered a stark news flash:

HRC extradition already in motion effective yesterday with
several countries in case of cross border run...expect
massive riots organized in defiance and others fleeing the
U.S. to occur...U.S. Marines will conduct an operation while
national guard activated proof check. Locate a national
guard member and ask if they are activate for duty across
most major cities...

Over the next few days, the user (who would not introduce the “Q” moniker for several days) made a
series of cryptic predictions referencing the Mueller probe, the Clintons, George Soros and Obama, and
hinted at a vast conspiracy within the U.S. government. He eventually took on the moniker “Q Clearance
Patriot.”

The  poster, who became known simply as “Q,” claimed to be a high-ranking intelligence officer with
access to classified information about Mr. Trump’s war against the global cabal (aka the elite ring
of  demonic adrenochrome-drinking pedophiles from earlier).  Q predicted that this war would soon
culminate in “The Storm” — an appointed time when Mr. Trump would finally unmask the cabal, punish
its members for their crimes and restore America to greatness, or "The Great Awakening."

The post basically predicted that Hillary Clinton's passport had been flagged and that she was going to be
arrested.  Of course we now know that the prediction was wrong--Hillary Clinton was never arrested, she
has left the country and returned multiple times since then (so her passport was not flagged). 

This is important....because it means that the very first prediction in the very first post from Q was false.
So how does a movement that goes on to insnare millions of followers in less than 5 years? 

According to the guys over at the QAnon Anonymous podcast, they explain that "if you research QAnon and
the QAnon community, you'll often notice they don't particularly care whether or not Q is accurate." 
However, the main thing that keeps Q's followers from gleaning validity from whether or not they're
correct is the rhetoric of the posts. 

If we look at Q's second post
on 4chan--one that is more
representative of what turns
out to be Q's  rhetorical style--
you will see it is filled with
clipped phrases and, most
importantly, leading questions.

Doing this points the narrative
outward, allowing the readers
to fill in the ambiguous gaps
and have a hand in creating
the story--it began to turn it
into a game. 

Okay...I know i've dropped A LOT of weird terms, coded phrases and
other QAnon rhetoric in this section without always explaining them

so let's take a quick break from the timeline to talk about....

4chan > 8chan > Reddit and beyond...

On Nov. 3, 2017, just six days after the first 4chan post from “Q,” Tracey Diaz (a small-time YouTube star
who once hosted a talk show on the fringe right-wing network Liberty Movement Radio) posted a video
entitled  “/POL/- Q Clearance Anon - Is it #happening???”. This video (in which she first introduced the
QAnon conspiracy theory to her audience) has been viewed nearly 250,000 times, and made Diaz one
of the earliest people to seize on “Q” posts and decipher them for a conspiracy-hungry audience. Diaz
followed with dozens more Q-themed videos, each containing a call for viewers to donate through links
to her Patreon and PayPal accounts. 

In a tediously long blog post Diaz wrote about her "Q-Journalism" she recalls a conversation with the
mods of the chan board where Q was posting. During the conversation, she recommended they move
the forum to Reddit, a more user-friendly site that would allow them  to broaden their audience (older
people and “normies,” who on their own would have trouble navigating the chans).

Soon after, a new subreddit /r/CBTS_Stream (short for Calm Before The Storm which i'll explain in the
next section) was born.  Not only was Reddit significantly more user friendly than the bewildering
boards on 4chan, it already had a thriving community of conspiracy theorists who were more than
happy to take the QAnon ball and run with it.

From there, the theory spread to even more mainstream platforms like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter,
where users, both real and fake, shared and amplified the increasingly serpentine theory.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146981635/#147012719
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2017/12/qanon-4chan-the-storm-conspiracy-explained.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJksKpLT9EQ
https://slate.com/technology/2018/09/bots-have-been-boosting-qanon-since-almost-the-moment-it-started.html


The Rhetoric of QAnon
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Q drops 

Pretty much the entire infrastructure of the Qanon conspiracy theory is based on
decoding cryptic language as "clues", as well as reappropriating words and

phrases as a way to covertly communicate and disseminate information.

The Anons have also made up their own lexicon/vocabulary that can make 
identifying a Q follower a little easier once you are aware of them. 

A term for the posts left by Q on messages boards
(like this one to the right). They often consist of a
long string of leading questions designed to guide
readers toward discovering the “truth*” for
themselves through “research*”. 

By now, nearly three years since Q’s original
messages appeared on 4chan, there have been
thousands of messages--the majority of which
were posted on another image board site known as
8chan, later renamed 8kun (see lesson 8). 

Bakers, breadcrumbs & bread
Because Q drops are cryptic they require interpretation (or, as they call it, "decoding") of the
"breadcrumbs" that Q leaves them to follow the trail to "the truth." For the most part, people
in the QAnon community often work together to do this, and  the most hardcore decoders
refer to themselves as Bakers who help other Anons on the platform decipher the coded
information....aka, "bake" the "breadcrumbs" into "bread". 

For “bakers”, QAnon is both a fun hobby and a deadly serious calling.

*For anyone that has been on an internet forum or  social media platform (like Twitter,
Facebook, Snapchat, and TikTok) where people talked about politics, vaccines, sex
trafficking or other things that fell until the Q umbrella, you may have noticed QAnon
followers are often talking about "doing research" because the mainstream media can't be
trusted, or telling people to "wake up" to "the truth" or reality (I'll come back to this) 

The Cabal and its Members (aka, "The Elites")
We already talked about QAnon's archenemy, the Satanic Cabal of child murderers, but who-
-besides Hillary Clinton, of course-- are these super powerful people who control the world? 

The main puppet-masters are The Rothschild family, The Saudi Royal Family and George
Soros, but the list of members included everyone from Oprah to The Pope to  extra-
terrestrials. 

"The Storm" /The Calm Before the Storm
A great mass arrest event, in which over 100,000 people from the highest levels of power and
entertainment are arrested and face a great day of reckoning.

The name comes from an offhand
remark President Trump made during a
photo opportunity with senior military
staff on October 5th, 2017, a few weeks
before the first Q drop.

Trump said the moment  represented
"the calm before the storm," but
declined to elaborate on what he
meant by that, just replying "you'll find
out." 
  (You can watch in the video to the left) 

Ten Days 

Followers also believe that the Justice Department is holding hundreds of thousands of
sealed indictments against Democratic politicians and other members of the elite,
enumerating their many crimes, mostly related to sex trafficking. Another important part
of "The Storm" is that these indictments will be made public and arrests of Deep State
actors will begin. The title of the thread where Q's firstd

A prophesized period of unrest that will correspond with The Storm, which has led to vivid
speculation about any news story or event referencing 10 days.

For example, when former President Trump contracted COVID-19 it was speculated that he
needed to quarantine for 10 days. QAnon followers believed this was confirmation of
upcoming mass arrests.

The Plan/Trust the Plan

QAnon claims a plan is in place to defeat the
Deep State and the Cabal. Everything that
happens, even former President Trump’s
apparent blunders or negative news
coverage, is all part of that plan. Q asks the
followers to blindly trust that things are
happening behind the scenes, and that
everything will work out as long as they
trust the President and "The Plan".

Getting "Red Pilled" 
The term "red pill" is actually an allusion to a scene from the 1999 blockbuster film, The
Matrix, starring Keanu Reeves. In the scene,  taking the red pill (instead of the blue pill)
meant choosing to see the truth. If you take the blue pill, and you continue your oblivious
exisitance in the prettier, but fake, world you think you live in. But if you take the red
pill, your eyes are opened to the truth; you see the underpinnings of the world’s networks,
the push for power from various groups, the nefarious dealings of those in control to keep
the masses satiated and at bay (you can watch the scene by clicking on the video below!) 

The Great Awakening 
Followers of Q believe that they are part of a vast intelligence operation designed to slowly
"awaken" the American people to the truth about the Deep State. The Great Awakening
is.the moment in which everyone realizes that QAnon was right the whole time, which
would allow Americans to enter into a great, brand-new utopian age of prosperity, peace
and even  health (a lot of QAnoners believe there are suppressed cures for diseases that
will be revealed during The Great Awakening. "Waking up" is also commonly referred to as
being red-pilled. 

In the movie, and in the Internet world of
Q, someone willing to be the hero takes
the red pill. 

Gathering in online echo chambers, the
Anons feel like heroes for seeing the
world for what it is, for being brave
enough to handle it and strong enough to
show others.  Little do they realize that
their red pill of truth often leads them
down a path of delusion, the very thing
they think they are rallying the rest of the
world against. 

WWG1WWGA/Where We Go One We Go All
"Where We Go One We Go All" is essentially the QAnon slogan or "rallying cry". 

#WWG1WGA is the most common term/hashtag in Q circles. It underscores the community
and “togetherness” element of a movement where everyone is a “digital soldier” in the
battle to expose the Deep State. 

Like the term "red pill", this also has cinematic origins and is actually a line from the 1996
film White Squall . You can actually hear them say it in the movie trailer. 

As much as I find this pretty hilarious...there are multiple references to movies or "being iI
a movie" or reality being scripted in many Q drops....so maybe there's more to it (or maybe
my tin foil is too tight). 
I

The term is also fits in with subscribing to beliefs of the alt-right, religious and
political conservatives, mens rights group and incel communities. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgaoxQKYA7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE7PKRjrid4


** Teacher Thoughts **
WTF is Happening?!

Movie references, pizzerias with satanic rituals in the basements, a shadowy group of elite super
villains running the world,   cryptic clues that need deciphering;  it's like a spy novel meets an
elaborate escape room--and the more time I spend making this lesson the more I am coming to
realize that that is the point...and the appeal. 

People like to solve puzzles.
Puzzles are fun. So is playing games with your friends, or--as evident by an entire industry built
around online gaming--with complete strangers you meet online. 

Over the 30 years, storytelling has evolved beyond the tradition of   a single storyteller orating or
writing a narrative (especially with the dawn of the Internet). Interactive storytelling allows for
readers to be involved in the plot of a story ...kind of like a Choose Your Own Adventure book or
role-playing games (RPGs) like Dungeons & Dragons) : it sends them on treasure hunts and asks
them to solve riddles to advance the narrative. 

One specific (and intense) kind of interactive storytelling is
something called Alternative Reality Games. ARG's  bridge
a gap between the fantasy world and the real world, using
the real  world as a platform and employs transmedia
storytelling to deliver a story that may be altered by
players' ideas or actions.

Many of these are extremely engaging (and popular). They
are sometimes called Augmented Reality Games--one of
the most recognizable ARGs that comes to mind was the
2016 hit game Pokemon Go! 

In January, Vice released a three part documentary called 
QAnon: The Search for Q (which, IMHO is fine but not great)
that talks about one particular ARG called  Cicada 3301
(which focused heavily on puzzles having to do with data
security, cryptography, steganography, and internet
anonymity) and those responsible for hijacking it in 2017.

The game was hard. In fact, many have speculated that the
puzzles are a recruitment tool for the NSA, CIA, and other
organization that require highly intelligent individuals and
codebreakers.  From 2012 to 2014,  Cicada 3301 was
incredibly popular and a community had grown around it,
but by 2017  it seemed to have gone quiet. That's when
musician, composer alleged  Internet mastermind of
disinformation, Thomas Schenberger hijacked it. 

Now I'm not going to ask you all to both read this whole
less AND spend 2+ hours of your life watching two hipster 
journalists exchange ideas about QAnon (although you're
welcome to...but ultimately I did that for you). However, I
WILL ask that you watch this 15 minute video that does a
better and faster job than I will explaining what happened
with Cicada 3301, Thomas Schoenberger and a YouTuber
named Defango (aka Manny Chavez). 

Thinking about what Steven Hassan says about mind control, along with the
information in this lesson and the reading, how are algorithms once again taking
a large role in the QAnon World? 

Based on what you've read/watched, why do you believe the forces behind Q
used child sex trafficking and government corruption as central tenets for
recruiting followers? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternate_reality_game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmedia_storytelling
https://pokemongolive.com/en
https://video.vice.com/en_us/video/qanon-the-search-for-q/5fff1d34f16cb70d5b57dc31
https://www.ft.com/video/372cac40-0f6f-498b-8c19-7b635142296e
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_Hassan


The Trump Presidency: The Game Continues

So Wikileaks dump thousands of emails from the
Clinton campaign and DNC; the "digital soldiers"
on 4chan are churning out dank memes that
glorify Donald  Trump and slander Hillary
Clinton; Roger Stone and Alex Jones are spinning
it on InfoWars (getting millions of views); and
every day new people are falling "down the
rabbit hole" of YouTube videos by QAnon bakers
and forums of decoding "crumbs" into proofs--
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Okay! So we now have a basic understanding of WHAT QAnon is and the lexicon that surrounds
it. We also have been introduced to some theories of HOW or WHY QAnon was created.

Was it a 4chan LARP that snowballed?
A PsyOp designed to help Donald Trump be elected President?

An Alternate Reality Game gone wrong?
Or all of the above? 

At the end of 2016, CA signed  a
memorandum of understanding with
Psy Group. You probably remember
Cambridge Analytica from last week's
lesson and corresponding
documentary, The Great Hack, in
which  CA used unprecedented
volumes of Big Data to direct content
to the right markets with surgical
precision for maximum impact.

But Why? Sure, Trump had already won
the election at that point, but the task
of growing his fan base and gaining

political capital over the next four years was the only way he could keep the presidency (plus he
had to keep up the Alternate Reality he had created in which he is a strong, powerful, righteous
hero, on a selfless mission to save the world from the clutches of an evil cabal of democratic
deep state operatives). Trump needed to appeal to a demographic beyond the alt-right, Proud
Boys, Neo Nazis and 4chan Anons--one that was larger and more inclusive than the factions of 
fringe conservatives who already adored him.

But in 2020, something so unexpected happened that not even Q predicted it--something  that
ended up being  essential in building a mass audience and catapulting QAnon into the 
stratosphere. 

The Rise of QAnon:

all of this ultimately amalgamates to create  a new reality where people wouldn' want to  vote for
Hillary  Clinton.  One week after the first Q drop, it all came together, and Trump won   the
presidency. 

And none of this was by accident or a coincidence. QAnon is literally an ARG-based propaganda
campaign/Psy Op, created by people using sophisticated psychological manipulation
techniques.  The foundation of the strategy is explicitly articulated in this pitch from Wikistrat,
another digital influence company founded by Joel Zamel, the same man who founded
Psy Group. 

Although Zamel's Wikistrat campaign was powerful, it was worthless if it wasn't reaching the right
people. How would they do this, you ask? Well they just needed the help from our friends at
Cambridge Analytica.

How it Started vs. How it's Going

https://www.wsj.com/articles/israeli-intelligence-company-formed-venture-with-trump-campaign-firm-cambridge-analytica-1527030765
https://medium.com/@the_war_economy/spygate-part-16-cambridge-analytica-and-psy-group-b31058747329
https://twitter.com/carolecadwalla/status/1095126514453172224?s=20
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4493470-Wikistrat-Documents-Part2.html#document/p9
https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-mysterious-intelligence-firm-now-in-muellers-sights


COVID-19 & The Ever-Moving Goalposts

From February until the second week of March, QAnon followed Trump's lead in downplaying
the threat of the virus and calling it a hoax. They believed the virus was a deep state plot to
damage the president’s chance at re-election. The QAnon community said those warning about
the pandemic threat were trying to detract from U.S. domestic politics, stop Trump rallies and
remove all the economic gains they contended had occurred during the Trump presidency.

After the World Heath Organization (WHO) upgraded COVID-19 to pandemic status and the U.S.
announced it was closing its borders,  QAnon changed the narrative again. Suddenly, QAnon
thought the pandemic was something to celebrate because it was a cover for the Trump
administration’s secret plan to arrest deep state agents.

This is what is known as "Moving the Goalpost" 

Moving the goalposts is a sports  metaphor, that means to change the criterion (or  goal) of a
process or competition while it is still in progress, in such a way that the new goal offers one
side an advantage or disadvantage. QAnon follows do this CONSTANTLY. 

As with Clinton’s supposed “extradition” and arrest that never happened, Q has consistently
made predictions that failed to come to pass, but true believers tend to simply adapt their
narratives to account for inconsistencies.  What is important about this particular goalpost
move is that up until March 23, 2020, Q  didn’t post anything online about COVID-19. Up until
then, all of the medical disinformation, hoaxes and downplaying of the pandemic had been
sourced from QAnon influencers and community--so it's not Q who is moving the goalpost, it's
the Anons. 

But like I said, it happens A LOT! This lesson is long enough so i'm just going to give you a few
notable one JUST FROM THIS YEAR:

In the wake of the Capitol riot on January
6th, QAnon believers first circulated the
narrative that the insurrectionists were
actually members of Antifa or BLM/Black
Lives Matter (they did this mostly on the
now-defunct social media site, Parler...see
screenshots to the left). 
They also claimed that Ashli Babbitt (the
woman who was shot and killed by Capitol
Police as she attempted to break into the
chamber of the House of Representatives),
was  a “crisis actor” and never really died.

In the days after the insurrection, Trump
finally conceded via video, but because he
didn’t use the actual word “concede,”
QAnon believers saw that as an invitation to
assume that Trump would still remain in
power.

 Many adherents to the QAnon conspiracy theory believed right up until the moment Joe Biden
was inaugurated that Mr Trump was about to enact martial law and arrest Mr Biden. But as we
all know, that didn't happen either. 

And finally, in one of the most
publicized goalpost move, the Q
community coopted a new belief to
argue that the next legitimate
inauguration date will be on March
4th, 2020. Why March 4? It’s the
original date that presidents were
inaugurated. Inauguration Day
changed to January 20 with the
passage of the 20th amendment in
1933 — the same year that Franklin
D. Roosevelt ended the gold
standard.

Watch the video on the left Tweet from
Travis Views, QAnon researcher and
host of the QAnon Anonymous
podcast for more info on why.

The reason the concept of moving goalposts is important is because it illustrates just how much
disinformation the Q community is spreading, and how pushing false or even unsubstantiated
claims can have larger implications to the general population. This is especially harmful when
their baseless claims protest things like the measures needed to be taken by the general public in
order to stop--or at least largely suppress--an international pandemic that has killed over 2.6
MILLION PEOPLE around the world and over 532,600 in America alone (Not only is the U.S. #1 in
Covid-19 fatalities, it's almost double the number for the #2 country (Brazil) as of March 15th,
2021).

https://vimeo.com/396698839
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphor
https://twitter.com/travis_view/status/1353441192395075584?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1353441192395075584%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.abc.net.au%2Fnews%2F2021-02-25%2Fqanon-keeps-changing-the-goal-posts%2F13184202
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parler
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-51235105


Plandemic, Anti-Maskers and Anti-Vaxxers

On May 4th, 2020, a man named Miki Willis released the infamous film “Plandemic”, calling the
pandemic a hoax. The film went viral instantly, becoming "one of the most widespread pieces of
COVID-19 misinformation". 

The professional filmmaking style has been cited as lending to the conspiratorial nature of the
film's content.  I'm pretty sure everyone knew at least someone--a parent, a grandparent, an
aunt or uncle or estranged friend--who took the bait. 

It was soon removed by multiple platforms, although the responses failed to successfully stop
the video's proliferation.  It was promoted heavily, and almost exclusively, on Breitbart --which
you may recognize from last week as the publication spearheaded by Steve Bannon. The idea
that the virus was man-made came from a paper published by a think-tank called the “Rule of
Law Institute” (which was also funded by...you guessed it! Steve Bannon) 

Less than two months after the release of Plandemic, a new group of "activists" began to
mobilize...one puy Florida (and perhaps most famously Palm Beach County) on the radar during
the Covid-19 Pandemic...the anti-maskers. 

At a now notorious Palm Beach County
Commissioners meeting   about mask
mandates in June 2020  (that you can view
by clicking on the image to the left),
Cristina Gomez drew national attention
when she railed against a laundry list of
QAnon affiliated conspiracy theories
(like 5G towers, Bill Gates, pedophiles) and
assured the board that "Citizens' arrests are
already happening" and that "we the
people are waking up," a familiar phrase
from the QAnon lexicon. 

Plandemic didn't just plant a seed of doubt, it planted millions. People around the world, isolated
in their homes, were  spending hours online and finding community and companionship in
strangers they met online, commiserating about their circumstances. And in  the midst of a
confusing crisis, with nothing but time on their hands and questions on their mind, someone tells
them that the virus is a hoax. Then another person says the same thing. 

We are seeing a new crop of Covid-19 fear-mongering  happen again now as the vaccine rollout
has ramped up. According to a Washington Post article from last week, within the alternative
universe of the “Q NEWS OFFICIAL TV” group on Telegram, Covid vaccines aren’t saving lives and
helping end the pandemic. Rather, they are bioweapons concocted by the cabal. Their goal this
time? Depopulation, social control through microchipping, and the newest conspiracy theory: 
that vaccines in general cause homosexuality and  "Gender confusion" (here's the article). 

But let's get back to the timeline! 

So in March/April of 2020, the U.S.  government (among many  other governments around the
world) is calling for city-wide shut downs, telling their citizens to stay inside or wear a
mask because of something invisible which doesn’t even seem that deadly...What better time is
there to start telling people that not only is the government impeding on their "personal
freedoms", but that the government in actually run by a group of elite, demonic, satan-
worshipping pedophiles?

At this point,  the Q-universe—where Trump is on a secret crusade to take down the evil
democratic child sex trafficking ring—had been growing roots for over 2 years. It was a thoroughly
established universe, with endless hours of organically created content for people to fall right
into....and with more people all over the world socially isolated and glued to their phones, their
audience grew as well. 

But, the central story still seemed like a stretch. It needed a revamp. And so we began to see the
Save the Children campaign.

https://heavy.com/news/2020/05/mikki-willis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plandemic
https://www.vox.com/2020/9/18/21439865/coronavirus-china-study-bannon
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/03/11/with-trump-gone-qanon-groups-focus-fury-attacking-covid-vaccines/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegram_(software)
https://www.insider.com/qanon-conspiracy-theory-covid-19-vaccines-turn-kids-trans-gay-2021-2
https://medium.com/@daniel.ed.morrison/save-the-children-save-the-world-the-frightening-new-face-of-a-modern-political-media-campaign-c3e5b89dd734
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZnBL2dFgyI


How did we get from “saving the world”, to a full-blown
destructive death cult?

How do people reconcile a spiritual belief in a “New Age”
with an administration like Trump’s?

How can educators who teach students to think critically do their job effectively
when the students are being told they are trying to "indoctrinate" them?

Conspiracy Theories can turn a lie into a powerfully manipulative tool, but at the
end of the day it’s still a lie....and for it to work someone has to tell it.

So...who was it and why did they do it?

Maybe you remember seeing posts about it, or the hashtags trending on various social media
platforms. Or maybe someone you know invited you or attended one of the literally hundreds of
#SaveTheChildren rallies and protests that popped up around the country in 2020, despite the 

This photo is from a rally in Deerfield beach. 

fact that organizations like the Center for
Disease Control and the World Health
Organization was urging the entire world to
avoid large crowds, practice social distancing
and wear a mask. 

Now, to be clear, I am in NO WAY saying that
child trafficking (or really human trafficking of
any kind) is not a problem and not something
to advocate against, but I remember seeing a
lot of talk about
these protests and thinking to myself: 

          "Who are they protesting? Who are the people that are advocating FOR child trafficking?

I didn't realize at the time that they were protesting the "liberal elite" holding local government
offices who these protestors believed were part of the Satanic Cabal. The same government officials
that were forcing them to wear masks during a fake pandemic and would probably force
vaccinations on its citizens against their will. 

There is kind of a  "which came first, the chicken or the egg?" moment here:

Did QAnon followers adopt the pseudoscience conspiracies swirling around Covid-19? Or did the anti-
vaxx, "natural/holistic medicine" crowd fall down the Q rabbit hole? I think it's the latter. 

According to Open University psychologist Jovan Byford,  "In the face of the pandemic, conspiracy
theories paint a world that is ordered, and controllable. Conspiracy theories flourish when social
machinery breaks down and available ways of making sense of the world prove inadequate for what
is going on" (qtd in Spring and Wendling). 

While the pandemic has increased the overall potential audience for such ideas, the QAnon and
coronavirus strands are also linked by a preoccupation (or obsession) with children and their safety
(which explains why "natural mom" and "new age medicine" and other hippie-centric groups were
also "super spreader" groups for the Q narrative. 

"Child abuse is the epitome of sexual and moral depravity and something that is indisputably evil,"
Byford says, "so its incorporation into the theory helps take the idea of the conspirators' monstrosity
and iniquity to the absolute, unquestionable extreme."

Byford is right, and the uptick in posts, retweets and trending hashtags connected to QAnon had a
major uptick after the pandemic began--starting with the #savethechildren campaign. In fact, this
would turn out to be one of the biggest infection events of all, bringing millions of people who
otherwise wouldn’t have been within an ideological mile of Trump, right to his wagon.

It was at this point, the conspiracies had all combined to become a literal cult.

#SaveTheChildren 

From Boomers to Zoomers: Q on TikTok 

In many of the articles, studies and videos I've watched--and that have been more  widely
circulated to the public--the average QAnon adherent were members of the Baby Boomer
Generation (with some Gen X and Millenials sprinkled in as well), but it mostly seemed to be an
"older people problem" happening on Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit.  But in reality  there’s a
contingency of believers who are young, extremely online, and equally susceptible to the allure
of the fantasy.

In October 2020, BuzzFeed News asked teachers (ranging in average classroom age from middle
school to college) around the country what kind of conspiracy theories they’re hearing from
students (specifically ones that fall under the QAnon umbrella. The results from the well-trodden
(like "the Clintons are murderers") to the lesser known.

My favorite one was that birds are actually just government cameras and COVID is a fraud
perpetrated by the government because they had to change the batteries...in the birds.

Buzzfeed's survey shows that a lot of the information was being passed down from the parents
but there was also plenty of conspiratorial information being circulated on the popular app,
TikTok.

TikTok and YouTube are some of the key social media networks responsible for the spread of
conspiracy theories online, namely among young people.

A particularly gruesome example was the Wayfair conspiracy (the viral conspiracy theory that the
furniture retailer Wayfair was secretly trafficking children)  that  ripped through TikTok despite
there being no evidence that any of it was remotely true. Regardless, the baseless narrative
spread across TikTok, with users matching names of furniture lines with missing children to
construct a theory that the furniture company was selling missing kids.

There are also people on the app spreading misinformation about everything from coronavirus
precautions to vaccines. TikTok has noticed, too: This month, they restricted the kind of content
available on the app, including what the New York Times called “a crackdown on QAnon
supporters and a prohibition of ‘coded’ language that could serve to normalize hate speech.”
YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook also recently announced their own bans on QAnon.

Once students learn these conspiracies and start to buy into them, they bring them to school, tell
their classmates about them like they are true fact, use them to belittle other students, and force
their teachers to try to make sense of their logic at school. For the teachers, explaining actual
facts to misguided students can seem nearly impossible. In response, their students simply say
that the news media is biased, and that Donald Trump is sending subtle signals to QAnon
believers, and that they are only refuting them because  all  teachers are leftists who want to
indoctrinate them into communism (:::insert facepalm emoji:::)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jovan_Byford
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-53997203
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/scaachikoul/are-you-a-teacher-dealing-with-conspiracy-theories
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/wayfair-child-trafficking-conspiracy-theory-tiktok-1028622
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/21/technology/tiktok-qanon.html
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/youtube-partial-qanon-ban
https://www.heritage.org/education/commentary/im-former-teacher-heres-how-your-children-are-getting-indoctrinated-leftist


WHO IS

How Many Q's Are There?! 

At this point the cast of characters feels almost unmanageable, and we still haven't talked
about all of them (see above). 

There's Lisa Clapier, a  primary promotor of Q who  goes by the name SnowWhite7IAM on
Twitter who teamed up with  Thomas Schoenberger (and a bunch of passionate internet
trolls) to implement puzzle/game-based recruitment techniques (Cicada 3301) to create an
ARG-style Psy-Op.

A front-runner candidate for Q by the Anons is  Ezra Cohen-Watnicks, an intelligence
specialist who worked in various Defense Department jobs before accepting a senior post
on the National Security Council staff soon after President Donald Trump came into office in
2017.

The father/son duo, Jim and Ron Watkins, who ran 8chan and 8kun--the message board site
where Q found a new home after leaving 4chan--and undoubtably profited off the of the
traffic driven to the sites by the Q drops. 

ADDENDUM! It seems pretty clear from the HBO docu-series Q: Into the Storm that Ron Watkins
hijacked the trip code for the "original Q" and took the reins? It's a lot but the documentary is
definitely interesting.
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But the final figure who deserves a closer look (and who ultimately tie a lot of these threads
and characters together) is General Michael Flynn. 

https://twitter.com/SnowWhite7IAM
https://www.hbo.com/q-into-the-storm


The creation  of QAnon   is  complicated, and most researchers, journalists, writers and academics
who have spent time delving into the QAnon saga all agree that  the figure of Q is certainly not a
single person (I think the guys from the QAnon Anonymous podcast said it was likely 7 to 10 people). 

Let's sum it up: 

Those working on the 2016 Trump Campaign (such as Roger Stone, Matt Braynard, Steve
Bannon, Michael Flynn,  Jared Kushner, etc.)  drawing on strategies proposed by  Psy-Group,
WikiStrat,  developed a plan   to drive support for Donald Trump as the avatar for their
fascist/nationalist agenda.

The strategy involved the creation of an  ARG that had a military-thriller conspiracy   plot but
was wrapped in a New-Age outer facade (and was also a PsyOp that played right into pre-existing
sociological conditions and ideological frameworks). 

Used people like Tracy Beanz and Patriot Soapbox to take Q from "the chans" to platforms with
wider audiences and access to influencers like Alex Jones and Sacha Stone who were able
to build large, monetizable audiences by posting content from the Q Universe. 

From there,  Cambridge Analytica used big data to target the content exactly where it would
make the most difference, which was then further fueled by algorithms designed to keep people
on platforms  for profit by recommending compelling content.

What may have started as a LARP or Alternate Reality Game was usurped by a team of people who
stood to gain from it--be it through power, money, fame or all of the above. Because in a world that
that runs on consumer capitalism and puts high value on material wealth Money, Power and Fame
are often the ultimate prize. 

Conspiracy culture is a constant hustle for attention and money, whether from investors, political
parties and governments, or the general public. This is true even of people supposedly high up ‘the
plan’, like Roger Stone and General Michael Flynn.

When Roger Stone appeared on Infowars to promote treason, in September 2018, it was also to raise
money for his defense fund.

General Michael Flynn sells Qanon merchandise to raise money for his defense fund.

Alex Jones of Infowars makes his fortune selling health supplements.

Steve Bannon stokes xenophobia and then takes people’s money to build a fictional wall.

Donald Trump calls the election a fraud and then takes $250 million in campaign donations after
the election has finished.

It is conspiracy-entrepreneurialism.

There's No "I" in Team

Flynn it to Win it (that joke was bad)

Michael Flynn. He joined the army in ‘81 and made his
way up the ranks until Obama nominated him to be
the director of the Defense Intelligence Agency in 2012.
In 2013, GRU chief General Igor Sergun invited him
inside the Russian military intelligence (GRU)
headquarters in Moscow (a  first for any U.S officer).
Flynn wanted to return the favor and invite high-
ranking GRU officials to the U.S, but the Director of
National Intelligence, James Clapper, said no. Around
the same time he formed a relationship with a young
guy named  Ezra Cohen-Watnick, who has recently been made Acting Undersecretary of Defense for
Intelligence and Security (reporting directly to the acting Secretary of Defense, on equal footing
with the military, which as a civilian is unprecedented) . In February 2014, Flynn’s close association
with a Russian woman was so alarming that some expressed concerns to American authorities that
he may have been compromised by Russian intelligence. His chaotic management style, abuse of
staff and insubordination to his superiors led to his ousting by August 2014.

Weeks later, Flynn founded the Flynn Intel Group Inc, which provided intelligence services for
businesses and foreign governments. In December 2015, in a move that startled U.S. officials, Flynn
sat next to Russian President Vladimir Putin, at a gala dinner in Moscow to honor RT, the state
media outlet on which he made semi-regular appearances. He was paid $45,000 to give a talk. His
clients were mostly Russian and Turkish, including President Erdoğan.

In February 2016 (after reporting to the Defense Department that he had not been paid by foreign
companies, and had only had “insubstantial contact” with foreigners) he joined Trump’s
presidential campaign as an advisor on National Security. He gave a fiery speech at the convention,
leading to chants of “Lock Her Up”. By July it looked like he could even be his running mate.

In  the earliest days of the administration, he gave a startling speech about “citizen journalists”
acting as “digital soldiers” (similar to the digital soldiers recruited by Matt Braynard who we met in
Feels Good Man)

During the 2020 July 4th holiday, Flynn posted a 53-second video to his Twitter account (which has
since been suspended) in which he leads a small group in the recital of the oath of office taken by
members of Congress when they are sworn in, but concluding it by saying, "Where we go one, we
go all!" The  post included the hashtag #TakeTheOath, which many many of Q's Anons did in
solidarity. 

It might not seem like it, but that is honestly the short version. Eventually it all caught up to him.
The lies came out and he was fired in February, after 24 days on the job. He has literally and openly
sold out the interest of the American people to foreign governments, for cash.

In the Q universe, however, he is a hero.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenbertoni/2016/11/22/exclusive-interview-how-jared-kushner-won-trump-the-white-house/#7d1c9a743af6
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53853297
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jemimamcevoy/2021/01/31/trump-raised-250-million-since-election-to-challenge-outcome-heres-where-most-of-the-money-will-actually-go
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Director_of_the_Defense_Intelligence_Agency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Igor_Sergun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GRU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Clapper
https://www.newsweek.com/2017/04/28/ezra-cohen-watnick-donald-trump-devin-nunes-russia-barack-obama-wiretap-susan-583904.html
https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1329063334893608961?s=20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flynn_Intel_Group_Inc
https://twitter.com/WendySiegelman/status/1031887131965313024?s=20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Putin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recep_Tayyip_Erdo%C4%9Fan
https://youtu.be/W0CThXL37Jk
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/07/politics/michael-flynn-qanon-video/index.html
https://medium.com/@the_war_economy/spygate-part-12-michael-flynn-5e9cc5783ebf
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/06/us/politics/michael-flynn-qanon.html
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW??
QAnon in a post-Trump world

The disinformation machine that is QAnon is a new and dangerous threat to our democracy, but
Donald Trump is only one head of this hydra.

In September 2020, it was reported that 24 QAnon followers were running for elected office, with
more than 44 candidates who were found to have "at some point shared information and
messages around QAnon, or suggested they are open to the theory, running in races for Congress,
state legislatures, and mayoralties" (Jarvis). One of them was right here in Palm Beach County. 

Laura Loomer, a self-proclaimed "proud  Islamaphobe" ran with the for a Congressional seat in
2020. In the past, Loomer has called Muslims “savages”, described Islam as “a cancer”, and said on
Instagram that Muslims should not be allowed to run for political office in the United States (this
article from The Gaurdian has a whole laundry list of her "political escapades").

There was, and still is, a clear connection between Trump and QAnon (he is their messiah/savior
figure after all) and we can say with a fair amount of confidence that it is a movement that

aligns with the right (actually far right) political ideology. But just because Trump is no longer
the President does not mean that QAnon is no longer entwined in American Politics. 

Loomer ultimately lost her election, but
two other Q followers (Marjorie Taylor
Greene and Lauren Boebert) won. And
both of them were endorsed by Trump
before the election. 

If you've never heard of these women
before, I can assure you it's not from a
lack of press coverage--especially in the
case of .Marjorie Taylor Greene In fact,
Greene made the local news as recently
as last month over comments she made
about the  February 2018 mass shooting
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland--an event she has
repeatedly called a "false flag"
operation (aka, it never really
happened).   

According to a previously unreported Facebook video obtained by NBC News, in a 2019 interview
with a Georgia gun group, Greene mocked and berated one of the survivors, David Hogg, who has
since become an advocate for gun law reform.

In the video, she calls Hogg an "idiot" who "only talks when he is scripted." She goes on to say, He
is very trained. He's like a dog. He's completely trained." 

For those of you who perhaps grew up near FAU, you may have a clear memory (or even a close
connection) of the events at MSD, you may even know one of the 17 victims or their families. 
Perhaps you even remember some of the student advocates who rose out of the tragedy. But
even if you don't, is this the behavior you think is admirable or even appropriate for an elected
official? 

In addition to the above interview, Greene remains under fire after a CNN review of her Facebook
page showed not only the videos she made of herself talking about the great patriot Q, but also
liked comments that said that "a bullet to the head would be quicker" than removing House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., and that "through removal or death, doesn't matter, as long as she
[Pelosi] goes."

And although it appears Colorado representative Lauren Boebert doesn't seem to have a closet
full of Facebook videos where she rants about QAnon like Greene, she has been referred to as the
"QAnon Congresswoman" for past comments where she said she hopes QAnon "is real because it
only means America is getting stronger and better and people are returning to conservative
values," and that she "supports the Attorney General looking into deep state activities."

In January, Boebert faced calls to resign  after tweeting out information about the location
of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi during the attack on the U.S. Capitol.

https://www.newsweek.com/qanon-candidates-2020-election-win-1532853
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laura_Loomer
https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/laura-loomer-goes-ballistic-in-anti-muslim-twitter-meltdown
https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/laura-loomer-goes-ballistic-in-anti-muslim-twitter-meltdown
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/laura-loomer-anti-muslim-gop-primary-victory_n_5f3d3bf9c5b683523604d435
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/19/laura-loomer-far-right-activist-wins-republican-primary-florida
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=282543685806109&ref=watch_permalink
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/26/politics/marjorie-taylor-greene-democrats-violence/index.html
https://youtu.be/8AmQeWqO1wA?t=1967


And it's not an irrational fear. The disinformation machine is large and complicated and seemingly
all powerful.  It’s a memetic invasion created, fed  and propelled by the social media ecosystem.
Where once there may have been a single Q, there are now thousands  propelling the conspiracy
forward with their own misguided research, elaborately crafted hypotheses, and (sometimes)
doctored evidence. 

And in case you were unsure--as I have yet to mention it--it is DEFINITELY not harmless.

There have been multiple violent or dangerous incidents
involving radicalized QAnon followers, from threatening
politicians to kidnapping to murder. 

Anthony Camillo (pictured here at his initial trial with a
Q written on his hand), a  24-year-old man “ardently
believed that Francesco Cali, a boss in the Gambino
crime family, was a prominent member of the deep
state, and, accordingly, an appropriate target for a
citizen’s arrest”, the New York Times reported. 

In January 2019, a Seattle man was arrested for
allegedly killing his brother with a sword because he
was convinced he was "a lizard person". The man
posted about QAnon on social media, the Daily Beast
reported.

In June of 2020, a Massachusetts man led police on a
chase through Massachusetts and New Hampshire with
his five children in the car. In a live-stream Facebook
video of the event, the man discussed QAnon
conspiracies.

There are others (which you can see here), but the point is that it's radicalizing people and affecting
the lives of people whether they believe in the conspiracies or not. 

And sure, you can say the casualties I'm listing here are small, but there are also dozens upon dozens
of articles being published about people who are losing their family members to QAnon. In fact there
are many communities online for those who are trying to cope with someone close to them following
Q--the most well known being the subreddit r/QAnonCasualties (below are 2 examples):

So as we begin to synthesize the information in this lesson and the corresponding
article from Talia Lavin, there are multiple threats to our civility and society that need
to be extrapolated--MUCH of which we have been talking about for the entire
semester: 

The exploitation of data collected via social media platforms and sold to third party
sources who repurpose it as a marketing tool

The use of powerful  algorithms and  military-grade  psychological operative
techniques (PsyOps) to target voters, sow discord and undermine the democratic
process

The (until very, very recently) COMPLETE lack of regulations by major social media
platforms to combat the spread of mis/disinformation, "fake news" and dangerous
conspiracy theories

But I think there are two very important threads that need tying up (and some more
background) that explains not only the dangers of QAnon, but are prominent issues
that threaten our society and democracy:

The rapid proliferation of disinformation across social media and the ever-growing
distrust in the Free Press to report "the facts" or "truth" because there are no longer
FCC regulations forcing them to do so 

The longstanding tradition of  racism and antisemitism that is deeply imbedded
into the socio-political landscape of the Western world (and has for hundreds of
years), which stokes the divisiveness between parties and plays into our Tribalistic
roots, making us susceptible to fearing, alienating, and threatening violence on
those who we don't understand. 

Thinking back to the Maria Konnikova article we read earlier this semester, I can't help but reflect
on her points about the rapid rate at which Social Norms change verses our personal beliefs and
biases. 

She explains that "our motivation to overcome our biases depends on implicit social norms,
which we assimilate from a variety of sources...[including]  people we respect, or who occupy
positions we respect. If someone in a powerful position acts in a certain way or expresses a
certain view, we implicitly assume that those actions and views are associated with power, and
that emulating them may be to our advantage" (Konnikova 3). 

Elected officials are setting a precedent for  acceptable  behavior and rhetoric. Moreover,   those
who view these people as authority figures or someone in a position of power   who deserves
respect allows a normalization of certain  beliefs/biases that promote prejudicial, divisive and
even violent ideologies. 

For me, these women getting elected seemed terrifying--and it had very little to do with the fact
that all the pro-QAnon candidates running  were staunch conservatives and everything to do with
the fact that these newly elected officials (whose job is represent their constituents and push for
policy reform that will be in the best interest of the district) lack both the critical thinking skills to
adequately  question  and  corroborate  sources/  information  and  the  ability  to  separate  their
personal bias and beliefs. 

TEACHER THOUGHTS: 
MAKING CONNECTIONS 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/fake-jeffrey-epstein-flight-logs-lead-qanon-crazies-to-target-chrissy-teigen-and-beyonce
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/21/nyregion/gambino-shooting-anthony-comello-frank-cali.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/god-told-me-he-was-a-lizard-seattle-man-accused-of-killing-his-brother-with-a-sword
https://www.thedailybeast.com/proud-boy-member-accused-of-murdering-his-brother-with-a-sword-4?ref=home
https://www.masslive.com/police-fire/2020/06/boston-man-livestreams-20-mile-police-chase-through-massachusetts-and-new-hampshire-with-his-5-children-in-the-car-authorities-say.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/qanon-promotes-pedo-ring-conspiracy-theories-now-theyre-stealing-kids
https://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2020/08/26/politifact-qanon-hoax-has-been-linked-to-violence-fox-news-greg-gutfeld-falsely-claimed-it-hasnt/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/interactive/2021/disinformation-conspiracy-family/?utm_campaign=eng-pw-evg&utm_medium=acq-nat&utm_source=facebook&utm_content=national-conspiracyfamily&fbclid=IwAR1u94iSbUD0vpaqB0-4_xb7aW3OjoIueuPQWuhI6ATHdSQJEVgnrD8BRvo_aem_AZ34c8xfZm7OHTlnlco2lXDUJu4pZgM_Iq3x4BBUNucEF8KKsYoyxufQga4kq0F7cDa-AZZbwvLcn_PGDmRv3J09sSe_z2v4T-YRigRutDPsOGoJ7cRjLsUZ8LuDkAXe57Q
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/children-of-qanon-believers_n_601078e9c5b6c5586aa49077
https://www.reddit.com/r/QAnonCasualties/


Antisemitism 2.0

The Long History of Fascism and Antisemitism 

So how did all this happen? In the simplest terms, the answer is Fascism.

Many Americans (and much of the Western world)  are inclined to think that Fascism was
defeated in WWII. However, most Allied country had to first domestic Fascism, and the truth
it that it never really went away. 

In America, Fascism is alive and well--not just in Neo-Nazis marching through Charlottesville
with Tiki Torches, or storming the U.S. Capitol adorned in hate symbols (though it's certainly
there too)--but also in much of our contemporary social and political thought.  
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“Conspiracies” have been used as weapon of fascism for over a hundred years. But in order
to fully understand how America got here, we have to go back to over 200 years, before
America became “America”:

On 1 May 1776, in what’s now Germany but was then Bavaria, a small group of thinkers
founded a group dedicated to the ideals of the Enlightenment era, called the “Illuminati”
(not, not THAT IIluminati).  

Their goal was to  question the traditional powers of the monarchy or theocracy, opposed
superstition, obscurantism, religious influence over public life, and abuses of state power.
Because their views and ideologies were progressive, they  were seen as a danger to the
system, and eventually the church/state outlawed them. Along with other  coalitions of
philosophes and Freemasons, the group was generally vilified by conservative and religious
critics who hypothesized that the Illuminati continued underground and were responsible
for the French Revolution.(Wikipedia).
(
This hypothesis was explained in great detail in the book Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire du
Jacobinisme (Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism) written by the French Jesuit
priest, Augustin Barruel, who basically said all the bad things happening in the world were
because of the evil Illuminati. 

To the east, around the same time, Russia was experiencing tensions of its own. Following
the Partitions of Poland, many Jewish people came to settle in the western part of the
country. They stayed in their communities and were called insular, or they integrated and
were called invaders. They were different, and it was hard.

In the mid 1800s,  Jacob Brafman(a Jewish man from Minsk) converted and joined  the
Russian Orthodox Church.  He advanced conspiracy theories against the qahal and the
Talmud in a series of articles, and later published two books: The Local and Universal Jewish
Brotherhoods (1868) and The Book of the Kahal (1869).

Brafman's prolific writing is some of the earliest recorded documents of the anti-semitic
narratives that persisted throughout human history, and were considered foundational texts
in establishing a theoretical basis to modern antisemitic thought in Russia.  It’s where the
idea of the “deep state” comes from. He found an eager audience, and a profitable market of
people rushing to skewer the Jewish community and justify their racism. 

His work  also  established the framework for themes later covered in The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion.--a fabricated text/hoax that "describes a Jewish plan for global domination"
(control the media, tax people, etc...a pretty familiar story at this point).  It remains widely
available in numerous languages, in print and on the Internet, and continues to be presented
by neofascist, fundamentalist and antisemitic groups as a genuine document. It has been
described as "probably the most influential work of antisemitism ever written" (Bronner 1).

It also ended up in the hands of American Industrialist and automobile tycoon, Henry Ford
who, in 1918, purchased his hometown newspaper, The Dearborn Independent, In which he 
published a series of articles that claimed a vast Jewish conspiracy was infecting America.
The series ran in the following 91 issues. Ford bound the articles into four volumes entitled
The International Jew, and distributed copies to his vast network of over half a million
dealerships and subscribers.

Not long after, Ford printed a translation of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion in the Dearborn
Independent as a factual piece. Ford's writings and distribution of these texts made him
admirable to   antisemites in America and beyond, but none were as impressed as Ford's
German contemporary,  Adolf Hitler.

This 5 minute video from 2018
featuring Yale Philosophy
Professor Jason Stanley does
a concise and accurate job of
illustrating the fascist rhetoric
and tactics that we witnessed
during the last administration
in juxtaposition of fascist
dictators both recently and
historically. PLEASE WATCH!

What Talia Lavin's article makes very clear is that xenophobia and  extremism isn't
new. Even online extremism isn't new, but the same advances that are celebrated for
allowing us to "keep in touch with friends and family around the world" and "meet
people with similar interests" are the innovations that allow extremists communities
to flourish, organize and execute. 

"The internet," as she explains in a Mashable interview, "with the complicity and aid
of many tech companies, has essentially become the means of the metastasis of a
pre-existing societal disease" (qtd. in Marcin).
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The Death of Journalism and the Rise
of Disinformation and "Fake News"

Alex Jones began his career in Austin, Texas, back
in the ’90s, as a local cable access cult figure at
ACATV (Austin Community Access Television). He
built a rabid national audience by spewing out
conspiracy theories and manically declaring all
major calamities as inside jobs..

His schtick was simple — talk loud and fast about
the secret cabal plotting to establish a New World
Order.  Everything was part of that narrative, and
nothing was as it seemed.

It was like someone came and started screaming about Hogwarts as if it was real, and that
politicians were in league with Voldemort. And if anyone doubted it, they were Death Eaters too.

The existence of Jones (as well as other inflammatory characters  like Rush Limbaugh and Glen
Beck) was made possible by a very specific event: The end of The Fairness Doctrine in 1987. That
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) policy had required public media channels  to "both
present controversial issues of public importance and to do so in a manner that was honest,
equitable, and balanced" (Richardson). 

It was also around this town that Movement Conservatives were gaining power in the Republican
Party by calling for tax cuts and smaller government, slashing regulations and domestic programs
even as they poured money into the military and their tax cuts began moving money upward. By
the 1990s, Movement Conservatives had gained the upper hand in the party and, determined to
take the government back to the days before the New Deal, were systematically purging it of what
they called “RINOs”—Republicans in Name Only. They would, they said, make the government
small enough to drown it in a bathtub.

The Democratic defense of an active government was popular—people actually like government
regulation, social welfare programs, and roads and bridges. But Republicans continued to be
determined to get rid of the liberal consensus once and for all, insisting that true liberty would free
individuals to organize a booming economy. Trump’s administration was the culmination of two
generations of Republican attempts to dismantle the New Deal state.

For Alex Jones, Trump was a natural fit. An outsider and a narcissist, who was well and truly
infected with the Conspiracy Virus. A gossip who loved attention. Jones was a kindred spirit, and
was delighted to have him on his show. Jones resurrected the classic anti-semitic narrative of
Blood Libel and Satanic Cabals while 4chan Anons plastered the internet with Trump Pepes and
other dank memes.  Also,  it should come as no surprise to know that all of this was (and still
is?) being explicitly amplified by Russia as well. This article is long enough already without going
too far down that rabbit hole, but it would be remiss to ignore it.

But in all likelihood, even if all of the Roger Stones and Alex Jones's disappeared QAnon would
continue to thrive. Q doesn’t depend on high-level adherents. Where once there may have been a
single Q, there are now thousands. The followers of Q are, themselves, Q, propelling the
conspiracy forward with their own misguided research, elaborately crafted hypotheses, and
(sometimes) doctored evidence. 

It is a movement of collective leadership. 

Capitalism, Collectivism & Communism

Before Henry Ford was slipping anti-semtic literature to one of history's most infamous
fascist authoritarian dictators, he was building cars during one of the most pivotal moments
in  America's history of  innovation:  The Technological Revolution (or Second Industrial
Revolution).

A handful made a fortune building their empires of steel, oil, rubber and rail--solidifying their
names as American Dynasty. They capitalized on the industries, and used that capital to
profit further; their power seemingly absolute.

By the start of the 20th century, a middle class had developed that was leery of both the
business elite and the somewhat radical political movements of farmers and laborers in the
Midwest and West. Known as Progressives, these people favored government regulation of
business practices to, in their minds, ensure competition and free enterprise.

Many  people also  began to think that it might be a good idea to consider some central
organization, recognize human rights, and to implement some common infrastructure
projects. In the early 1930's,  Democrat Franklin Delano Roosevelt established business
regulation, a basic social safety net, and government-funded infrastructure to combat the
Great Depression that had laid ordinary Americans low.

The capitalists considered all that a threat. As it stood, they could essentially do whatever
they wanted, exploit people and the environment however they pleased. Anything less
would be intolerable. So they fought this idea of Collectivism as savagely as they could. They
called any government program “communism”, and framed it as tyrannical control.

The roots of modern right-wing extremism lie in the post-World War II reaction to FDR’s New
Deal and the Republican embrace of it under President Dwight D. Eisenhower. While this
system was enormously popular, reactionary Republicans hated business regulation, the
incursion of the federal government into lucrative infrastructure fields, and the taxes it took
to pay for the new programs (the top marginal tax rate in the 1950s was 91%). They launched
a movement to end what was popularly known as the “liberal consensus”: the idea that the
government should take an active role in keeping the economic playing field level.

It's against this backdrop that we meet Joe McCarthy. He had a weird temper that didn’t
make many friends in Washington. In 1949 he made a fool of himself defending Nazi war
criminals charged with massacring American soldiers in France, and was voted the worst
person in the US Senate. Beginning in 1950, McCarthy became the most visible public face of
a period in the United States in which Cold War tensions fueled fears of widespread
communism. He alleged that numerous communists and Soviet spies and sympathizers had
infiltrated the United States federal government, universities, film industry,  and
elsewhere...a "red scare" that was known as  McCarthyism. 

Simultaneously, Movement  Conservatives were also fighting Civil Rights, like racial and
sexual equality. Rich Old White Men enjoyed their position of absolute power, and
understandably weren’t too keen on any concessions. A lot rides on racism. To justify taking
a people or a continent, you have to tell yourself that the people you’re doing it to are
inferior.  After the Supreme Court unanimously declared racial segregation in schools
unconstitutional in the 1954 Brown vs. Board of Education decision, Movement Conservatives
warned that an active government was not defending equality but redistributing the tax
dollars of hardworking white men to grasping minorities through social programs.

As the decade came to a close, public sentiments and institutions of McCarthyism slowly
weakened. But a far-right called the John Birch Society (JBS)--which was co-founded by one
of McCarthy's prominent campaign contributors and conspiracy theory adherent Robert
Welch Jr.--  picked up McCarthy's metaphorical  anti-communist torch and threw some 
metaphorical gasoline on it. 

The central claim of the JBS was that America was under attack from a secret cabal of evil
communists. They pushed  a narrative that seemed to be ripped from the pages of the anti-
semitic literature like The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, using it as a way to essentially try to
discredit progressive policies, by painting them as a part of a communist plot for a sinister
“New World Order”.

The JBS aggressively distributed the propaganda as far as possible.  They sponsored a
Speaker’s Bureau, published a magazine called American Opinion, and prolifically distributed
literature. By the 1960’s, they had infected over 100,000 people with the idea that
international cooperation, public projects, and regulation on business, were all part of an
evil communist plot. Those people then spread it themselves, and so on.

They infected people and policy through think tanks and lobbying firms, and groups like the
Council for National Policy let it mingle with the mainstream. It broke out of the capitalist
conservative political sphere, and took hold in the mind of the public.  By the 1980s, the
world of conspiracies was well established. A whole industry had been created, with a deep
body of literature, and a lucrative public speaking circuit. And while the JBS never advanced
any candidates in mainstream politics, they were very much still active. They would go to
people’s homes for dinner, to network and talk about their fantasies.

One of these dinners was in the home of a young boy named Alex Jones.

https://observer.com/2019/04/alex-jones-austin-public-access-tv-origin-story
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FCC_fairness_doctrine#:~:text=The%20fairness%20doctrine%20of%20the,honest%2C%20equitable%2C%20and%20balanced
https://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trump-conspiracy-theories-2016-5?r=AU&IR=T#questions-about-ted-cruzs-fathers-potential-ties-to-president-john-f-kennedys-assassin-1
https://newrepublic.com/article/159021/trump-qanon-kamala-harris-newsweek-conspiracy
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/18/russian-media-spreading-covid-19-disinformation
https://medium.com/@registrarproject17/jim-watkins-is-q-the-russians-are-helping-him-and-other-adventures-b457848e210b
https://imgur.com/a/GAcZkBV
https://www.thedailybeast.com/fake-jeffrey-epstein-flight-logs-lead-qanon-crazies-to-target-chrissy-teigen-and-beyonce
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Industrial_Revolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Progressivism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_McCarthy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McCarthyism#Decline
https://medium.com/@daniel.ed.morrison/an-open-letter-to-australia-about-police-and-race-and-the-whole-damn-thing-29b6830efe59
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Birch_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_W._Welch_Jr.
https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2016/05/17/council-national-policy-behind-curtain
https://youtu.be/-kFmZFgGJug
https://lithub.com/how-did-conspiracy-theories-come-to-dominate-american-culture
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Just shy of 25 years ago, in 1996, the first recognizable social media site, Six Degrees, enabled users
to upload a profile and make friends with other users. Ten years later, Steve Jobs released the very
first iPhone gave consumers the ability to browse the web just as they would on a desktop
computer.  All of a sudden anyone can say anything to anyone, anytime, anywhere, true or not.
Straight from the palm of one hand to another.

If you have someone’s attention, you can influence them into giving you their energy. And so a
whole new industry emerged — advertising and marketing. The digital communication network,
combined with a deepening understanding of psychology, presented the opportunity to apply
specialized manipulation techniques with clinical precision.

Throughout all this, the brain has remained basically the same organ we walked the earth with for
100,000 years. It developed impulses and instincts, to help us comfortably survive. We are awed by
the miraculous spectacle of consciousness that we think of the brain like a divine oracle, and it’s
easy to forget it's fallible.

Just as our eyes can deceive us, our brain can too-- it seeks information to confirm its biases, and
rejects information that doesn’t.  In chaotic times of radical upheaval, people seek comfort in a
simple explanation--and sometimes it's easier to believe the fantasy than the truth.

Much of what we're seeing from the QAnon community in terms of ideology and conspiracy
theories aren't new. There's has always been a small but a significant part of the U.S. population
that is extremely conspiratorial--just as there has always be a population that is antisemitic,   anti-
government and also anti capitalism and corporations. And as we have seen throughout history is
that when these smaller populations gain money, power and a platform, they can enforce their
worldview through political means--sometimes in ways that have deadly consequences. 

What is new is that the social media has enabled these conspiratorial populations to spread their
message more widely and connect with each other more rapidly, with a greater reach than any
newspaper or secret meet ups that the conspiracy theory groups of the past had to work with. 

The Battle Against Disiniformation (Revisited):
Making Connections one more time! 

In an episode of his Podcast series, Your Undivided Attention,
our old pal Tristan Harris interviewed a leading QAnon
researcher named Travis Views, and talks about how (once
again) algorithms account for a large part of the problem.

Harris sites a woman who studies disinformation on social
media named Renee DiResta (who was also a researcher in the
Russia investigation in 2016). DiResta says in her research that
was recently released in the Wall Street Journal how 64% of
extremist groups that people joined were because of
Facebook's recommendation algorithm. When you join one
conspiracy theory group on Facebook this algorithm is tuned to
say, "Hey, here are some other groups we think you should

In The Social Dilemma, Tristan Harris says that "if people can’t agree on what the truth is, society’s
problems can’t be solved", but the lack of trust in traditional journalistic media (paired with the
ease in which anyone with a computer and an internet connection can make a blog that appears
just as credible as a verified online news source) has turned "the truth" into a metaphorical needle
in a haystack.  

Although it is clear to see how the internet has loosened our grip on what it true and what is "fake
news", it also provides us with the tools to seek the truth.  Non-partisan sites like Snopes.com,
Factcheck.org and Politifact.com investigate the truth of various claims posted online (some of
which are being automatically integrated onto social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter). 

But perhaps  the most important tool to combat misinformation is education,  inquiry and
engagement. In the last two decades, critical reading, thinking, and writing education has been
devalued and at least partially removed from public education curriculums across the country.

The U.S. public education system has failed hundreds of thousands of young Americans who were
casualties of the  political and social divisions that has led to us  politicizing and demonizing
education in this country. 

To make things even worse, Prager University  (PragerU)--a non-profit media company
masquerading as an institute of education--racked up over one BILLION views on its videos that
range in topics from promoting fossil fuel and disputing the scientific consensus on climate
change; that terms like racism, bigotry, xenophobia, homophobia, and Islamaphobia are
"meaningless buzzwords"; and that the alt-right has nothing to do with conservativism and in
actually just "leftism."

Prager U's target audience? Gen Z. 

It is still unclear exactly how the internet will impact the future of its individual “users” or the U.S.
at large, but the films and articles we've read throughout the semester offer some educated
guesses that--if nothing else--should raise awareness of the negative effects that threaten our
wellbeing on both a personal and societal level.

Returning to Harari's article from the beginning of the semester, he states, "As long as you have
greater insight and self-knowledge than the algorithms, your choices will still be superior and you
will keep at least some authority in your hands."

  If you aren't willing to swear off social media entirely,  it seems the best way to combat these
"dilemmas" is by educating ourselves and not blindly trusting our screens to show us "the truth"--
or show us compassion.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER FOR FURTHER INQUIRY

What can companies  like Facebook,  Snapchat and TikTok  do to stop users from spreading fake
news? What can ordinary people do? What do you think would work, especially with younger
users?  What do you believe is the best way to combat "fake news" and the spread of
misinformation/disinformation? 

What are the characteristics of conspiratorial thinking? How can entirely baseless conspiracy
theories “feel” so right to some people?

How does  partisan tribalism make people more inclined to seek out and believe stories that
justify their pre-existing partisan biases, whether or not  they are true? 

What role does a Free Press play in protecting a free society?

What role does evidence play in conspiracy theories? Why do you think conspiracy theories tend
to arise during periods of great social and economic change? How do fear and anger contribute to
the belief in conspiracy theories?

What happens with political figures encourage the public not to believe reporting by responsible
news organizations that are striving to hold the government accountable?

What are the characteristics of conspiratorial thinking? How can entirely baseless conspiracy
theories “feel” so right to some people?

If there is no ability for journalists, opposing candidates or citizens to scrutinize what is being said
by policy makers without being accused of spreading disinformation, fake news and
propaganda,  are we eroding the foundation of our democracy itself?
Can we ever rightly determine what is "true"? 

join!" (even if those groups are essentially radicalization engines).

This is to say that the algorithms that optimize for engagement can't distinguish between healthy,
conscious, wise, thoughtful engagement and essentially radicalizing, alienating, and isolating
people from their families who then decide it's their patriotic duty to storm the U.S. Capitol.

To Facebook's algorithm it's all the same. It is not the algorithms job to discern fact from fiction
when it's  trying to increase the amount of time  users  spend on their site...  and so "the truth"
becomes a casualty of the social media engagement war. 

https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/cognitive-bias#avoiding-it
https://fs.blog/2017/05/confirmation-bias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmation_bias
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-calls-patriotic-eduction-says-anti-racism-teachings-are-child-n1240372
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PragerU
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/04/us/politics/dennis-prager-university.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/11/upshot/the-real-story-about-fake-news-is-partisanship.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/15/world/europe/kompromat-donald-trump-russia-democracy.html

